
Unity! for teachers

Unity!

BUILDING A
MOVEMENT

By GAWAIN LITTLE

IN SPITE OF
attempts by the
government to say
otherwise, last
month's national
strike by the NUT

was a huge display of strength. Not only
was there a fantastic response from
teachers across the country but we
clearly won over a huge proportion of
parents and the public.

Partly because we won the arguments
in the media. In interview after
interview, the NUT come out positively
in the face of government intransigence.
But also because we picked the right
ground. For possibly the first time in
this longrunning dispute, we successfully
made the link between the quality of
education and pay, pensions and
conditions.

The Stand Up for Education campaign,
launched in the run up to the strike, was
an important factor. Obviously, the
campaign was separate from our
industrial action as, due to Britain’s
restrictive anti-trade union legislation,
we cannot take action over questions
like a child’s right to be taught by a
qualified teacher. But we know that the
threat this government poses to
children’s education motivates many
more teachers, parents and others than

do concerns over pay and pensions.
The power of these issues to bring

people together is easy to understand
within the framework of mobilisation
theory. Central to encouraging
collective action is an attributable
injustice and an organisation to
challenge that injustice with a
reasonable prospect of having an impact.
This is clearly all there.

The importance of this campaigning is
not just its mobilising power but the
way in which it addresses the core of
the government’s programme in a way
that a campaign around a single issue,
such as pay or pensions, does not.

The dominant trend in education –
referred to as the Global Education
Reform Movement or GERM – is
towards a deregulated, privatised, for-
profit, state funded education system.
Schools operating as businesses,
accountable to no one but their
shareholders, would hire whoever they
want, regardless of experience or
qualification, to provide a commercial
service paid for by the state. The only
regulator would be the market and
consumer choice. The sole purpose to
attract consumers is so as to draw in
income, cut costs in order to maximise
profits and to meet the narrow needs of
the labour market by providing ‘human
capital’ for the economy.

continued on page 3

BY HANk ROBERTS

WHAT IS THE biggest asset
Michael Gove has? It is that
the teachers are divided into

a multiplicity of unions. No sooner had
unity in action been achieved, as it last
was when all the main teacher unions

ATL, NASUWT and NUT took strike action together over
pensions on 30 November 2011, than it broke down. That
widest unity has still not been regained. 

Why? Because the unions are separate organisationally and
not only that, they are in competition. They can and do make
tactical alliances and tactical alliances are good but inevitably
they break down. Separate organisations have to have at least
some separate policies and separate lines to justify their own
existence. If they had the same policies and line what would
there be to stop them from uniting? 

What has held us back? Self interest of those perceiving
something to lose, wrongly in my view, historical baggage and
clan loyalty. Loyalty to your organisation has much to
commend it, but if you shouldn't form merged unions or new
united unions because of it we'd still have many more unions
than the present 54 TUC affiliates.

Historical baggage is to not change when circumstances
change. The NAS broke away from the NUT because they
opposed equal pay for women and believed that boys should
be taught by men and girls by women.  Nigel de Gruchy’s
estimable history of the NASUWT was subtitled it A history of
a battling minority. But a minority is something you don't want
to be as a union. It is true that nearing 100 years since they
formed the NAS in 1921 (it later merged with the UWT) they
have approached the NUT in numbers. At that rate, to unify
the profession, all in the NASUWT as is their present aim, it
would take another 100 years.

No, there is a better way. The Finnish example. It is clear to
me that they have the best education system in the world
because they have the strongest union. 

At the  NUT sponsored conference on Unity, Ritva Semi
from the Finnish teachers union OAJ,  told the conference of
the formation of their union in a series of mergers and which
now organises 95% of Finnish teachers. 'We haven't had to
strike since 1984,' she said, 'the employers know how strong
we are. The OAJ is always there when education is being
developed or education legislation being discussed.'

Opinion polls show that a majority of union members,
including of NASUWT, are in favour of unity.

We need to form a new union which would, like the Finnish
union represent the overwhelming majority and have real
strength. Nothing would be a worse nightmare for Gove. Let's
give it to him. The ATL has indicated that it is prepared to
consider and discuss a new response to the new and most
dangerous situation we face. Here is hoping we can and will
get our collective house in better order to face and
successfully overcome the trials and tribulations ahead. In
education, let's learn from the Finns.

HANk ROBERTS IS ATL IMMEdIATE PAST PRESIdENT ANd wRITES HERE

IN A PERSONAL CAPACITY

Unity is strength

PROFESSIONAL UNITY 
Let’s get on with it!
Monday 21 April at 5.45pm, Brighton Centre  Syndicate 4.  
Howard Stevenson Professor of  Education, University of
Nottingham and  Hank Roberts Immediate Past President
ATL, Organising Secretary UNIFYCo
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BY ANITA HALPIN

A gENERATION
AgO Jacques
delors told TUC
delegates that the
‘European project’
would guarantee

jobs and workers rights and safeguard the
post-war ‘welfare state’ settlement.

It was a con trick.  The Maastricht
Treaty jammed open the door to big
business to capture public services and
utilities in a privatisation scramble that has
left millions of  Europeans with mounting
energy bills, failing public services and
soaraway fares.

The free fire zone for big business and
the banks has given us an unemployment
crisis, youth unemployment tops 60 per
cent while millions of  women are driven
out of  the jobs market or suffer forced
part time working.

Places like Spain, Portugal, Ireland and
greece suffer huge spending cuts to pay
for ‘bail-outs’ by the ‘Troika’ of  the IMF,
the European Union and the European
Central Bank.

The European Court of  Justice – in the
viking, Laval, Ruffert and Luxemburg ECJ
cases – reverses decades of  hard won
employment and union rights.

As European TUC general secretary
Bernadette Ségol says, EU policies “are
attacking industrial relations system, are
putting pressure on wages, are weakening
public services and weakening social
protection...the core aspects of  the social
model”. 

Elections to the European parliament
mean little. In the ‘real politik’ of  the EU it
is the Council of  Ministers and the
shadowy world of  corporate lobbyists
where real decisions are taken.

But these elections have a political
importance. It is vitally important that
anger at Condem government policies
and disappointment at Labour's

complicity in privatisation does not end
up in a blind alley of  apathy or electoral
support for racism and chauvinism.

Real opposition to a big business-
dominated anti-democratic EU cannot
come from UkIP which  supports
privatisation and attacks on workers
rights alongside a raft of  policies which
working people decisively reject.

Rather than allow the UkIP nationalists
and the dwindling but still toxic BNP
fascists to monopolise anti-EU sentiment
from the right, Labour and the trade
unions should be educating and mobilising
it from the left.

where communist parties and trade
union confederations do this with gusto,
as in Portugal and increasingly in Spain
and Italy, so the right-wing parties make
less headway. where social-democratic,
left and trade union bodies swallow the
myth that a ‘social Europe’ is possible
through reforming the EU, then the far
right have a field day. 

with this lesson in mind, communists
will be joining other socialists and
workers – not least those in the RMT –
to fight the EU elections as part of  a left-
wing, internationalist and anti-EU alliance,
No2EU - Yes to workers’ Rights.  

But this universal sentiment means little
unless we reject EU treaties that curtail
democracy and demand privatisation and
say no to EU policies that privatise our
transport and postal services.

The proposed  EU-US Trade
Agreement threatens the existence of
our NHS. 

A vote for No2EU  is a yes to a
publicly-owned, socialised health care
service free at the point of  use and a
resounding no to racism and fascism.

http://tinyurl.com/qdm2yhb

ANITA HALPIN IS THE COMMUNIST PARTY

TRAdE UNION ORgANISER

No2EU
Vote 

yes to
workers
rights 

Unity! for teachers

Robert Wilkinson writes 
on the EU/USA treaty
IT IS NOT SURPRISING that the motion on the EU/US
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership did not receive
enough priority votes to make it through to the Agenda for
debate at the NUT Annual Conference. It is nevertheless a
sadly missed opportunity to highlight the seriousness of the
threat to public services. 

The National Executive’s attempt to bring the issue before
the membership is commendable but its importance is not
sufficiently appreciated beyond a disquieting apprehension of its
impact upon the privatisation of the health services.

It is significant that the UCU has issued a warning of how the
TTIP is likely to impact upon the provision of Higher Education,
threatening wholesale privatisation of educational services and
even institutions. It is naïve in the extreme not to recognise
that all education provision faces a similar onslaught from for-
profit enterprises waiting for the opportunity to secure
lucrative inroads into schools and colleges.

The weakness of the motion from the National Executive lay
in its assumption that the institutions of the European Union
could somehow be convinced to exempt public educational
provision from the requirements of ‘open competition’ from
private sector service providers. What many fail to accept is
that it is the EU itself that is the instrument by which public
services are being opened up to these international profit-
seeking enterprises.

The Single European Act (signed in 1986 by Margaret
Thatcher) enshrined the intention to eliminate all obstacles to
the ‘free movement’ of capital, labour, goods and services. An
essential element of the Act was the European Services
Directive that included the elimination of ‘public monopolies’ in
the provision of services and the removal of any ‘obstacles to
the free flow of labour’ that were created by ‘exclusive national
systems of occupational qualification’. The significance of this
for the removal of the requirement of Qualified Teacher Status
from Free Schools and Academies is only one example of how
this Directive is being implemented.

The European Services Directive (or the Bolkestein
Directive) has gradually infected all aspects of public service
provision in the member states. Our concern for education
and the NHS should not blind us to the impact of this
Directive on the privatisation of public services such as energy,
railways and postal services. Everything is to be opened up to
international competition. 

The international significance of the Services Directive is in its
creation of a ‘brain drain’ from Eastern Europe and increasingly
from the ‘less developed’ countries. EU Commission President
Barroso has declared that he wants to ‘lure talent’ from
outside the EU and to ‘capitalise on the lucrative international
education market’ by offering top students instant EU
citizenship. A South African MP condemned these plans as ‘a
form of discreet colonialism….This is not just a brain drain but
a destruction of the intellectual capital of the South’. 

We ignore this at our peril.

ROBERT wILkINSON IS IS wOkINgHAM NUT dIvISION SECRETARY
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Unity! for teachers

BY ROBERT gRIFFITHS

EDUCATIONAL
ADvANCE in
Britain is crucially
dependent on a
clear sighted alliance
of education

professionals, parents – the
overwhelming majority of whom are
working class – progressive sections of
the middle class and the labour
movement.

Reassembling this alliance, which in the
post-war period widened the scope of
state education  drove the advance to a
comprehensive education system – now
under assault by the ConDem
government – is a key political task for
the education unions.

The successes and failings of recent
campaigns have  depended on winning
unity, not only between teacher unions
but between teachers and parents.

However, it is difficult to see how
progress can be made in education, or
other areas, without a clear resolution of
Britain's crisis of working class political
representation. This crisis – despite the
changeinf Labour’s leader – is deeper.

While Labour has rejected some of the
worst Tory-LibDem policies such as the
Bedroom Tax, it continues to side
fundamentally with the ruling class
offensive against public services, the
welfare state, working class living
standards and trade union rights. Tory
education policies that fragment the
schools system and open it up to market
forces were pioneered under Labour –
as ministers constantly remind us.

We still need to defeat the Tory-

LibDem coalition at the General Election
and replace it with the only realistic
alternative – a Labour government – but
workers, families and the labour
movement will still not have their most
basic interests adequately represented in
parliament or government without
profound changes. 

That is why the Communist Party is
renewing its appeal to the labour
movement to discuss how to take the
necessary steps to secure such
representation. 

Labour's special spring conference
weakened even further the collective
basis of trade union involvement in the
party while big-business funded lobby
groups now provide staffing and policy
‘advice’ deep in the party machine.

Not surprisingly Labour’s response to
austerity policies has been feeble and
cowardly.  Instead of challenging the
austerity and privatisation drive, they
plead for it to proceed more slowly.
They support the freeze on public sector
wages. They support the Tory cap on
welfare spending. They even agree that
upwards of £80bn can be found to
renew Britain’s nuclear weapons system,
while £375bn has been lavished on the
City of London's banks and markets in
the form of ‘quantitative easing’. 

Labour needs policies that would
inspire and energise millions of electors.
Comprehensive child care; a  massive
council house building programme and
rent, fare and selective price controls
would bring relief to hard-pressed low
paid workers, the millions subsisting on
state benefits and pensions and the
‘precarious middle’. How could such
measures be financed?  Abolishing

useless nuclear weapons and reducing
military spending, closing tax lop holes in
a progressive taxation system to ensure
the rich and big business pay their fair
share along with a levy on City financial
transactions would raise billions.

A Labour pledge to take rail, gas,
electricity and water  back into public
ownership would be a vote-winner.

A Labour victory on such a programme
would hugely boost people's morale and
open up the opportunity to exert
pressure on a Labour government
through action by the trade unions and
other campaigning movements.

Without a radical change in the Labour
Party's direction, the fragmentation of
the labour movement's political unity will
continue and even accelerate. Unite's
Len McClusky warned earlier this month
that  Labour Party has reached a
crossroads and will risk losing union
support unless it is speaks for working
people.

For as long as the labour movement
refuses or fails to reclaim the Labour
Party, this will only call into greater
question that party's future as a vehicle
for progress and fundamental change. 

The Communist Party warns in its
Open Letter: ‘should the Labour Party
continue on a right-wing course, its
future will be at risk and the trade union
movement will have to re-establish a
mass party of labour, one capable of
winning a General Election, enacting far-
reaching reforms which challenge
capitalist wealth and power and thereby
help to open the road to socialism.’

ROB gRIFFITHS IS gENERAL SECRETARY OF

THE COMMUNIST PARTY
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>>> This is not only a British
enterprise. On 24 May, the NUT will be
hosting an international conference with
academics and activists from five
different  continents to discuss how to
develop resistance to GERM. It will be
important to start to share international
experiences and build an understanding
of GERM amongst our activist base.

And it’s been tried before in different
ways. The key moves towards
marketisation go back to Thatcher’s
1988 Education Reform Act. In 1996, the
DfE referred to schooling as being the
creation of human capital. The
academies programme was created by
New Labour.

This is why a focus on the quality of
education, and its purpose in the 21st
Century, is such a powerful argument –
because it is the core of the question. If

we are able to build our campaigns
against pension cuts, pay deregulation
and excessive workload in this context –
with an understanding of what the end
product of these processes looks like –
we are much better equipped to win.

And this means expanding the
campaign on other fronts: the five key
demands in Stand Up for Education and
other key issues, like accountability,
which are used to force change and
around which we can begin to build wide
support both amongst teacher unions
and teachers, and amongst parents and
policy-makers.

There is the potential for many of
these ideas to be drawn together into a
national education conference on
Education in the Next Parliament to be
held before the 2015 General Election.
This could develop wider support for

our vision of education and pressure
political parties to adopt, or respond to,
our proposals.

An important aspect of mobilisation
theory is the local leader who can give
cohesion to a group and begin to build a
movement. There is now a great
opportunity, building on our successes,
to start to recruit these local leaders
and sustain all our campaigning.

I hope local activists will continue to
build the campaign with the same energy
as they did in the run up to the strike
and that, nationally, the NUT will
support them. Over the coming months,
we need to develop a coherence and
deeper roots in local communities and
we can all play a part in this.

GAWAIN LITTLE IS A MEMBER OF THE

NUT NATIONAL ExECUTIvE.
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Unity! for teachers

BY BILL gREENSHIELdS

TEACHER
TRADE
unionists can

play a unique role in
the People’s
Assembly, the fast

growing unified anti-austerity movement.
Our aim is to go far beyond the usual
campaign politics of protest, building a
movement deeply rooted in
communities and trade union
memberships, drawing thousands of
‘ordinary people’ into sustained activity –
many of whom have not previously
considered themselves ‘political’ – into a
movement capable of defeating the
austerity programme and reshaping
British politics from the bottom up.

We teachers can play a huge role.
Despite the damage inflicted on the
education system, schools remain at the
heart of their communities Teachers are
well respected, teacher union
membership remains at the highest levels
and we are well represented on local
trades union councils.

Bring these factors together, and we
have a model for a People’s Assembly
movement capable of taking on the
government – and winning. Communities
in action, with the trade unions at the
heart and head of the movement.

Austerity policies have nothing to do
with ‘deficit reduction’, but are intended
to ‘rebalance the economy’ by imposing
‘flexible working’, increasing workload
and driving down wages, working
conditions and social provision in order
to increase profits – and lay the
foundations for full scale privatisation.
That’s what they mean by ‘economic
recovery’! The recent Assembly
Conference unanimously endorsed the
People’s Charter – alternative economic,
social and political policies aimed at a
fundamental and irreversible shift of
wealth and power in favour of the
overwhelming majority of people, and
away from the tiny millionaire ruling class
and those who serve them.

It’s great that Chris Blower spoke at
the conference, reinforcing NUT’s
position at the centre of the Assembly.
ATL and NASUWT are also long-term
supporters of the People’s Charter, and
we all need to build on this.

TUC General Secretary Frances
O’Grady characterises the current
situation as ‘class war’, a political step up
from the ceaseless everyday struggle
that we think of as normal.

The ruling class and their government
need, as a result of their economic crisis,
to inflict a decisive defeat on us to
restore their profits at our expense. In
order to prevent this we need to inflict a
decisive defeat on them. There is no
other way. The more we build our
movement, the more successes we have,
the more determined and ruthless they
will become. That’s the nature of class
war. So if we are going to fight – we have
to fight to win.

The stakes are very high. The
government has its well-planned
‘permanent austerity’ strategy behind
each individual attack. Our unions have
tended to fight each such attack in
isolation as if it were a traditional trade
dispute. Now we urgently need to put a
unified strategy together in which all
unions and community organisations can
participate to the full. As Bob Crow put
it: ‘... uniting and igniting the people.
Then, we’ll be unstoppable.” The June 21
Assembly mass demonstration against
austerity and privatisation is an
immediate priority – but we must
achieve the much more difficult task of
building sustained, day-in, day-out anti-
austerity activity at local level? Is the
People’s Assembly up to the task? The
answer to that depends on the scale of
participation and commitment – and
that depends on each and every one of
us. The teacher union conferences will
be a strong indicator of our readiness.

BILL gREENSHIELdS IS NUT PAST PRESIdENT,
A MEMBER OF THE PEOPLE’S ASSEMBLY

STEERINg gROUP ANd CHAIR OF THE

COMMUNIST PARTY

Our unions and the
People’s Assembly

Morning Star
Daily paper of the left £1               from your newsagent

Women versus
the Coalition

BY ANITA wRIgHT

THE COALITION government
knows it will have to quicken the
pace of its pillage of the welfare

state, education service and NHS
because the clock is ticking. In 12 months
time Parliament will be dissolved prior to

the general election. They need to finish their wrecking
operation in time, so that they can both irreparably damage
these structures and pass the profitable elements over to the
greedy corporate capitalist marauders.

We knew that women were going to be hit hard by
Cameron’s austerity policies, because the majority of women’s
jobs are in health, care services, education and the public
sector, all of which have been brutally cut.

Bogus claims by George Osborne that we are in economic
recovery simply do not match the reality of most women’s
lives. Women’s unemployment has fallen by less that 4% since
2011 and is still the highest it’s been for 25 years. Thousands
of women are seeking full time jobs, many are parked on zero
hours contracts and the gender pay gap has started to
increase for the first time in five years.

Cuts to services and benefits have also impacted
disproportionally on women as they are the majority of
service users and benefit claimants. With an additional £3
billion in cuts planned over the next period women will face
an even harder battle to make ends meet.

We already have the shame of seeing food banks emerging
across the country, but now Oxfam has said that some families
are returning food because they can’t afford to cook it.

Some police forces are also reporting an increase in shop-
lifting, not of luxury items but of basic food supplies. vera
Baird, Crime Commissioner for Northumbria and National
Assembly of Women vice-president drew attention to the
rising numbers of women, who had never previously offended,
who were stealing food. Meat, poultry and fish in 2012 made
up 6% of items stolen in the Northumbria area, whereas in
2013 this figure had risen to 11%.

We were told by Cameron and Clegg that these austerity
policies were necessary because money is limited. yet we can
afford an estimated £100 billion for new nuclear weapons and
allow tax dodgers to walk off with £120 billion in lost, unpaid,
evaded or avoided taxes.

They are making us pay for the financial crisis caused by
international capitalism’s ongoing greed and will continue
unless we stop them.

The Women’s Assembly Against Austerity conference in
February brought together over 250 women activists so that
we could share our experiences, learn from and inspire each
other. It was not the intention to set up a separate women’s
organisation from the  People’s Assembly Against Austerity
but to strengthen our resolve and confidence so that our
voices get heard in our trades unions and local campaigns.

Women’s unique experience of fighting austerity must be
taken into account and we should be fully involved in the
formulation of any alternative progressive social and economic
policies as we begin the process of developing an alternative
vision of society free from oppression and exploitation.

ANITA wRIgHT IS SECRETARY OF THE

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF wOMEN
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